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Story by Teri R. Williams
Dawn McDaniel Owens and Chef Joe

“What do you want to be called, son?” asked the Judge.
Ten-year-old Joseph Monroe Glascoe answered, “Joseph
Glascoe Randall.” Today, most know him as Chef Randall
or as we call him in South Georgia: The Dean of Southern
Cuisine.
There are some things you know within five minutes
of an interview. The first is whether it’s going to be easy
or difficult to discover a story that would interest more
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than the person’s mama. Surrounded by all the kitchen
paraphernalia of a chef, I’d barely turned on my recorder
before I knew there was more story than I could possibly
tell in a magazine article. In fact, the photographer said,
“Forget that Dos Equis guy. [Chef Randall] is seriously
‘the most interesting man in the world.’”
The good news is that a book is forthcoming. The Chef
is working on a memoir, which I’ve no doubt will be a
bestseller. Even so, with all its power and glory, the page
still has its limits. As you read his story, your senses will
beg to taste the rich southern flavors of his cooking. And
if you decide to experience his cooking for yourself, you
will find that his expertise is not only a revelation of his
culinary journey, but also a sensory encounter with African
American cuisine.
It would seem most logical to begin at his table, but
Chef Randall’s story began long before he ever cooked
his first meal. During summer visits with family, he was
the only one who didn’t run when his Uncle Dick came
looking for a volunteer to “hang out with him for the day”
at his restaurant. “I bussed tables, washed dishes, helped
with the prep, and did whatever I could to help him get
through his day,” said Chef Randall. “I didn’t know that
I was free labor.” We laughed. “All the cousins had done
their share. When he came, they ran. But it gave me a little
tease for the business.”
Before the great food, there was a story of great love.
And this is the table from which the story truly began. It
wasn’t his uncle’s kitchen that shaped the spirit of young
Joseph. Nor was it the many accolades and countless
awards and titles. All that came later. Behind all the great
food at Chef Randall’s demonstration kitchen/studio is a
strong spirit and heart of gold.
Among the dedications in A Taste of Heritage, the New
African American Cuisine, Chef Randall thanks, “Daddy

